MASTERING THE MANAGEMENT
OF ONLINE TRAINING

SIMPLIFY HOW YOU MANAGE TRAINING ACROSS YOUR ORGANIZATION
Genius Enterprise centralizes registration and
management for all tools you use to deliver
training. By seamlessly integrating with multiple
LMS vendors and learning delivery platforms,
Genius Enterprise aggregates all your training
data under one user-friendly interface. You can
easily manage who needs training and track how
well they were trained using your training delivery method of choice. Genius Enterprise provides
a wealth of out-of-the-box reports from this
aggregated training data to help you monitor
compliance, deliver certifications, and track
individual development plans - all in a centralized, intuitive platform that can be customized
to meet the unique needs of each client.
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FEATURES
MANAGEMENT DASHBOARD
Genius Enterprise provides a management dashboard that
filters out the noise from the broader organization so managers
can quickly visualize the training for their direct reports. Key
performance indicators help managers monitor training activity, completion results, and engagement rates.
LEARNER DASHBOARD
Learners have an intuitive training dashboard where they can
quickly access and track all their training no matter what LMS
or training delivery platform the organization deploys. Learners
can see training they are actively enrolled in now, what training
they have completed, and what training is left to complete in
their assigned learning paths.
REGISTRATION AND ECOMMERCE
Genius Enterprise provides a catalog of all training being offered by your organization. Learners can easily browse any type
of training opportunity available to them, and register for it. If
there is a cost for enrollment, Genius Enterprise integrates with
many popular Payment Gateways, such as PayPal®, Authorize.
net®, and WorldPay® .
APPROVAL WORKFLOWS & PREREQUISITES
Registration can go through an approval workflow where a
manager approves the training request before the learner is
given access. Genius Enterprise can cap enrollments in any
training event, and manage the waitlist. Genius Enterprise can
also manage enrollments based on successful completion of
pre-requisites.
HIERARCHY
Genius Enterprise provides a nested affiliation hierarchy for
complete control of information. These affiliations provide
a filtered view where managers can only view, manage, and
report on learners within the designated affiliation.
INTEGRATION CAPABILITIES
Genius Enterprise offers native integration to all major LMSs
and can also be integrated with other platforms such as
Canvas®, D2L®, Blackboard® and Moodle®. Enrollments are
created automatically, and grades and completion flags are
retrieved automatically for timely reporting on all training.
DYNAMIC REPORTING & DASHBOARDS
Users can easily create custom reports using any data tracked
in Genius Enterprise, and build their own personalized dashboard. Reports can either be added to their dashboard or
scheduled for delivered by email on a periodic basis. Genius
Enterprise makes it easy to analyze training data at a micro or
macro level.

POWERFUL COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Genius Enterprise provides actionable information based
on user-defined criteria, including performance and activity
levels. For example, a user could send an email to all learners
who have not logged in during the last 7 days and have performance scores below 70%. Emails can be setup to be sent
automatically based on dynamic criterion, and all emails are
logged in a communication log.
CERTIFICATES & TRANSCRIPTS
Upon successful completion of training, Genius Enterprise
captures the final performance score and issues a certificate
for that training. The completed training will also be written to
the learner’s transcript, a training record of all training that has
been successful completed throughout their career. Events
such as enrollment and completion trigger a customizable,
HTML-based email to be sent to the learner.
LEARNING PATHS/CERTIFICATIONS
Learning paths provide a great mechanism to group courses
together in a variety of bundles. These can be assigned to foster
programs like certifications, Individual Development Plans or
even discounted package deals. Detailed reporting and dashboard tools allow learner to monitor progress and for training
admins to report on overall program completions.
PRESCRIPTIVE RULES
Genius Enterprise provides administrative automation tools to
reduce the burden in managing complex learning and compliance programs. Prescriptive rules easily enhance Training Manager tasks by defining business rules to automate enrollments
into course or learning paths to ensure all learners are correctly
given the skills required.
SCORM CLOUD
Integration with a SCORM Cloud account. Customers can easily
upload their SCORM packages when managing their training
courses in Genius Enterprise. Once that is done, learners can
self-register and pay for training, gaining immediate access to
e-learning content. Performance scores, completions, and activity flow back into Genius Enterprise to be used in dashboards
and reports across e-learning delivery silos. The SCORM results
data can also be feed into a third-party Learning Record Store.
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